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SECTION I 

GENERAL SYSTEM OBJECTIVES 

WABCCI """'~ 

The system described herein covers the control characteristics 
and calibration requirements of a system suitable for the 
control of an automatic freight classification yard. 

General Control System Description 

An automatic hump classification yard has two primary objectives 

1. Increased throughput by minimizing cut misroutes 
due to catchups. 

2. Provide bowl coupling speeds at acceptable levels 
with minimum variance in coupling speeds. 

The above objectives will be realized through the use of 
master, and group retarders to achieve a design hump rate 
of 4-55 foot cars/minute. 

The master retarder is employed to control for optimum spacing 
to the group retarder, while the group retarder, since it is 
the last control point, is employed to provide retarder leaving 
speeds consistent with desired target coupling- speeds. 

In controlling for optimum spacing, the control system counteracts 
the tendency of successive cuts to catch up with each other in 
the group retarder by altering the velocity of cuts at the 
master retarder such that the arrival times at the succeeding 
group retarder is optimal. The arrival time is optimal if the 
time difference between the geometric centers of the cuts is 
equal to the time difference between the centers as occupied 
in the train at the crest, i.e., equal to the crest headway. 
With the crest headway maintained, the distance between centers 
of cuts is proportional to the speed of the cuts. It follows 
then, that higher speeds result in greater separation and lower 
probability of a catchup. Thus, in order to meet the first 
objective, master retarder exit velocities are calculated for 
each cut such that crest headway is maintained at succeeding 
retarders at maximum speeds consistent with yard speed 
limitations. 

Measurements are employed to predict a cut's rollability in the 
bowl track. From the predicted rollability and a measure of 
the distance to travel from the leaving end of the group retarder 
to a stationary car, an exit velocity is calculated for the cut 
from the group retarder which is consistent with a desired · 
coupling speed. Thus, the second objective is met by rollability 
prediction through correlation analysis and an accurate 
measurement of the distance-to-couple. 
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SECTION II 

CALIBRATION OBJECTIVE 

The primary yard calibration objective is to adjust the cut 
control parameters to obtain optimum throughput and coupling 
speed performance. Throughput as well as coupling speed 
performance depends primarily on prediction of cut rolling 
resistance and retarder performance. 

WABCD 
"'V'~ 

In contrast to ideal conditions, a cut's rolling characteristic 
is a statistical phenomena which depends upon many factors of 
which it is practical to measure only a few. In addition, 
retarders cannot be controlled to produce exit speeds without 
errors because instrumentation and measurement errors are 
inherent in any system. The result is that there will be random 
errors in retarder exit speeds that will be approximately 
normally distributed. 

It is possible to minimize the effects of these undesirable 
deviations from the ideal situation by retaining a high velocity 
level before each retarder. The influence of rolling resistances 
and other unknowns on the entering velocity of cuts becomes· 
smaller the higher the energy level of the cut. In addition, 
the rolling time of cuts becomes more uniform in a given path 
segment. 

The calibration effort, therefore, should be based on 
achieving the following: 

1. Maximum average cut speed between the crest and 
bowl as permitted by grade, retarder capabilities, 
and switch speed limits. 

2. Mean errors of zero in retarder exit speeds, and 
target run times. 

3. Optimal prediction of rolling resistance. 
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SECTION III 

CALIBRATION PROGRAMS AND FORMATS 

_In order to successfully calibrate the ya.rd; Fortran programs 
have been supplied which provide the capability of processing 
a pre-edited data base containing rolling car history to 
determine the statistics of the cut control parameters required 
for use in the on-line WABCO process control program. 

The data base is stored on magnetic tape and each cut record is 
stored in the card image format as output from the on-line 
calibration.output routines. 

3.1 -PROGRAM REQUI·REMENTS 

The programs have been designed so that use could be made of 
the RAD calibration file on the standby· ·cpu during off-line 
calibration processing. Thus, physical constants of the yard 
and cur'rent control parameters, some of which are required 
for the off-line calibration processing are readily available. 
For proces'sing with CPUs other than the off-line CPU, a 
calibration file must be built and made available to the 
calibration programs. Constants required for processing which 
are not·a part of the calibration file are an integral part of 
the Fortran programs. 

3.2 CALIBRATION FILE FORMAT 

The calibration file as stored on the RAD consists of two tables, 
one table containing yard parameters, t?e other, track parameters. 

Parameter entry into the on-line program is via the card reader. 

Parameter updates may be entered into the system by utilizing 
file update cards with formats as defined in Section 3.3 and 
the appropriate "Job Control Cards" shown below. 

$JOB 
$ASS S=CR, 6=LP, 12=BIS, 13=CAL 
$EXE RED, LM 

CARD UPDATES IN ANY ORDER · 

$$ 
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If desired, the calibration file as stored on RAD may be output 
to the line printer with the following JOB Control Cards: 

$JOB 
$ASS 
$EXE 

$$ 

5=CR, 6=LP, 12=BIS, 13=CA 
PRT, LM 

The deck set-up is shown in Figure 3-1 •. The calibration file 
parameters are as defined in Table 3-1. 

3.3 CALIBRATION FILE UPDATE CARD FORMAT 

There are two card formats required for calibration update, 
one for yard values, and one for track values. These are 
shown below: 

1. Yard Value Format 

Columns Description Format 

1-6 Parameter Name Alphameric 
7-8 Ignored 
9-11 Parameter Identification Numeric 

12-13 Ignored 
14- Yard Identifier Alphameric 
15-26 Ignor:ed 
27-31 Parameter Value Numeric 
32-39 Ignored 

II Y" 

40-45 Scale Factor Numeric ( Ignored) 
46-80 Ignored 

2. Track Value Format 

Columns Description Format 

1-6 Parameter Name Alphameric 
7-8 Ignored 
9-11 Parameter Identification Numeric 

12-13 Ignored 
14- Track Identifier Alphameric "T II 
15-16 Ignored 
17-18 Track Start Numeric 
19-21 Ignored 
22-23 Track End Numeric 
24-26 Ignored 
27-31 Parameter Value Numeric 
32-39 Ignored 
40-45 Scale Factor Numeric (Ignored) 
46-80 Ignored 

6090, p. 3-2 
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Yard values are stored on ·the· RAD as a 30.wprd record. Track 
values are stored on the ~D ~::m. what may, ~e'. <;:onsidered a two 
dimensional matrix with.the track destination·comprising the 
row of the matrix and the paramete}'.' ·id~ti·fier 'J:_he columns of 
the matrix. Thus, if one .wisheg to change·th~ 25:th parameter 
(M:RRM3) for group 2 (tracks:8,14), a_ccn::g wouJdt>e entered 
into the system with a 25 _puncHed in colu!llilS 9_-1·1:, · a_n 8 punched 
in columns 17-81, and a 14 punched in C<;>lumn$~ 22-23,- With the 
·desired value in columns 27-31.- '!'he system would. t~~n: change 
parameter 25 in records 8 through 14 to the new value as 
indicated on the update card. · 

The above example represents a change in the control parameter 
M:RRM3 for the path segment between the ~~it ~nd of the master 
retarder and the entrance of group 2 retarder. 

3.4 STATISTICAL INQUIRY CARDS 
. 

The calibration file update card is also used to request 
statistics on selected parameters through processing of the 
Fortran Calibration Programs. Thus, the same card in the 
example of paragraph 3-3, when· used with the .. calibration 
program will generate statistics on the··reJ1in~ .resistance 
of cars of medium weight class in th~_ J:e~e'i:'?1:t~re range 
between 15° and 30° Farenheidt.. A printout -is···pi;-ovi(!],ed 
containing the statistical estimators of the desired values 
along with the distribution };?y 'Weigh_t class, length, and a 
histogram of the values. In addition, where required, a 
punched card is output which may be used directly as a file 
update card if desired. 

Section 6-1 contains an 80-80 listing of a f.ew of the update 
cards which were used for the initial entry into the system. 

Section 6-2 shows typical reports generated when the inquiry 
card is used to generate parameters statistics. All data 
shqwn is j:he. result of using. the calibrat,:i.on programs d,escribed 
below to generate a report~ . --

In addition to control parameter estimation, the program is 
capable of generating data which may be used in evaluating 
yard performance. By suiuable inquiry, statistics may be 
generated of retarder speed errors, speed requests, coupling 
speeds, and bowl resistances. 

· ·6090, ·P· 3-3 
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$$ 

UPDATE. CARDS .,_...__ _____ -------
RED, LM --------·-····· $ A~S ~CR,ETC. ------------, 

$JOB 

a) Deck set-Up to update calibration coefficients 

$ 

PRT~ LM ---AS s· CR= 5 , E'l'C • ---------··- __ __, 
$JOB 

b) Deck set-up to output calibration file on the line printer 

Figure 3-1. Deck Set-Up for Calibration File Update and Printout. 
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TABLE 3-1 

YARD VALUES (For~Dual Hump Yards) 

Parameter Scale 
ID Mnemonic Units Description· Factor 

1 TCMO.O Sec. Target Time, Crest Master 10· 
2 TCMO. 5 If " 10 
3 TCMl. 0 " " 10 

.4 TCMl. 5 " If '10 
5 TCM2. 0 II " 10 
6 TCM2. 5 If " 10 
7 TCM3.0 If II 10 
8 TCM3.5 " II 10 
9 TCM4.0 II II 10 

10· TCM4.5 " n 10 
11 TCM5~0 II 11. 10 ,. 

12 VTXL MPH Target Coupling Speed (XLight) 40 
13 V5L " -" (Light) 40 
14 V5H II " (Heavy) 40 
15 V5M " " (Medium) 40 
16 VSXH II " (XHeavy) 40 
17 IWXL. Dim. Wheel Inertia (XLight) 100 
18 IWL " II (Light) 100 
19 IWH If II. (Heavy) 100 
20 IWM II II (Medium) 100 
21 IWXH If II (XHeavy) 100 
22· DVXM MPH Default Exit Velocity/Master 4'0 
23 DXVG II " /Group - 40 .. 
24 MN CLP If Minimum Master Clamp '40 . ; 
25 MXCLP If Maximum Master Clamp :·40'. 
26 GNCLP If Minimum Group Clamp 40 °' 0 27_ GXCLP If Maximum Group Clamp 40 \0 

0 28 FFAC Dim. Fast Adjustment Facto·r 100 ... 29 NFAC If Normal Adjustment Factor 100 
tO 30 SFAC " Slow Adjustment Factor 100 . 
w 
I 

U1 
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tel Table 3-1 cont'd. . 
w YARD VALUES (For Dual HumE Yards) I 
O'I 

Parameter Scale 
ID Mnemonic Units Description Factor 

1 TNNO. 0 Sec. Target Time, Crest Lead 1 10 
2 TNN0.5 II II MSTR 1 II 

3 TNNl. 0 II " II 

4 TNNl. 5 II II II 

5 TNN2.0 II " II 

6 TNN2.5 II II II 

7 TNN3.0 II II II 

8 TNN3.5 II II II 

9 TNN4.0 II II II 

10 TNN4.5 II II II 

11 TNNS.O ti ti Lead 1 " 
12 TN:SO. 0 ti ll MSTR 2 
13 TNS0.5 II II 

14 TNSl.O II 

15 TNSl.5 II 

16 TNS2.0 I 

17 TNS2. 5 
18 TNS3.0 
19 TNS3.5 
20 TNS4.0 ti II 

21 TNS4.5 II II 

22 TNSS.O I II II 

23 TSNO.O II II Lead 2 " 
24 TSN0.5 ti II MSTR 1 II 

25 TSNl. 0 II II II 

26 TSNl. 5 II fl " 
27 TSN2.0 II II II 

28 TSN2.5 ti fl II 

29 TSN3. 0 II " II 

30 TSN-3.5 II " II 

31 TSN4.0 " " II 

32 TSN4.5 II II II 

33 TSNS.O II ff II 
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Table 3-1 cont'd. 

YARD VALUES (For Dual Hump Yards) 

Parameter Scale 
ID Mnemonic Units Description Factor 

34 TSSO.O Sec. Target Time, Crest Master Lead 2 10 
35 TSSO.S ti ti MSTR 2 ti 

36 TSSl. 0 II II " 
37 TSSl. 5 II II 

3,8 TSS2.0 II ti 

39 TSS2.S ti ti 

40 TSS3.0 ti " 
41 TSS3.S ti ti 

42 TSS4.0 II II 

43 TSS4.S ti II 

44 TSSS.O II II 

45 VSXL MPH Target Coupling Speed (XLight) 40 
46 VSL ti " (Light) ti 

47 VSH ti ... (Heavy) " 
48 VSM II " (Medium) II 

49 VSXH II II (XHeavy) II 

so IWXL Dim. . Whe.el Inertia (XLight) 100 
51 IWL ti " (Light) ti 

52 IWH ti ti (Heavy) " 
53 IWM II ti (Medium) II 

54 IWXH ti II (XHeavy) ti 

55 DVXM MPH Default Exit Velocity/Master 40 
56 DXVG II ti /Group II , . 

57 MN CLP ti Minimum Master Clamp II ' 

58 MXCLP II Maximum Master Clamp n 

59 GNCLP II Minimum Group Clamp It: 
60 GXCLP ti Maximum Group Clamp ti 

°' 61 FFAC Dim. Fast Adjustment Factor 100, -
0 62 NFAC II Normal Adjustment Factor II 
I,.() 

0 63 SFAC II Slow Adjustment Factor II .. 
'O . 
w 
I 

-..J 
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Table 3-1 cont'd. 
TRACK VALUES 

Parameter Scale 
ID Mnemonic Units Description Factor 

l M:TE Sec. Target Time, Master/Group 10 
2 M:AR #/T Acceleration 10 
3 M:DR II Deceleration " 
4 M:S2 Feet Correction Distance (Above) II 

5 M:S3 II Path Length, Master/Group II 

6 M:S4 II Correction Distance (Below) II 

7 M:G2 #/T Correction Grade (Above) II 

8 M:G3 II Path Grade, Master/Group 11 

9 M:G4 " Correction Grade (Below) II 

10 M:G3P II Effective Path Grade II 

11 M:VEA MPH Average Entrance Velocity 40 
12 M:RRXLl #/T Mean RR/XLight/Temp 1 10 
13 M:RRLl " " Light II II 

14 M:RRHl II II Heavy II II 

15 M:RRMl II II Medium II " 
16 M:RRXHl II II XHeavy II II 

17 M:RRXL2 II II XLight/Temp 2 II 

18 M:RRL2 " " Light II II 

19 M:RRH2 II II Heavy II " 
20 M:RRM2 II " Medium II 'II 

21 M:RRXH2 II II XHeavy II II 

22 M:RRXL3 II II XLight/Temp 3 II 

23 M:RRL3 II II Light II II 

24 M:RRH3 II II Heavy II " 
25 M:RRM3 II II Medium II II 

26 M:RRXH3 II II XHeavy II II 

27 M:RRXL4 II " XLight/Temp 4 II 

28 M:RRL4 " " Light II " 
29 M:RRH4 II II Heavy II II 

30 M:RRM4 II II Medium II II 

21 M:RRXH4 II II XHeavy II " 
32 M:RRXL5 II II XLight/Temp 5 II 

33 M:RRL5 II II Light II II 

34 M:RRH5 II II Heavy II II 

35 M:RRM5 II " Medium II II 

36 M:RRXH5 II II XHeavy II 11 

37 M:RRXL6 II II XLight/Temp 6 11 

38 M:RRL6 " II Light II II 

39 M:RRH6 " II Heavy II II 

40 M:RRM6 II II Medium II II 

41 M:RRXH6 II II XHeavy " II 

42 M:MA VR4 Correction Factor 100 
43 M:MD II II 

6090, p. 3-8 
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Table 3-1 cont'd. 

Parameter Scale 
ID Mnemonic Units Description Factor 

44 G:S2 Feet Correction Distance (Above) 10 
45 G:S3 II Path Length, Groµp - PT4 II 

46 G:S4 II Correction Distance (Below) II 

47 G:G2 #/T Correction Grade (Above) II 

48 G:G3 II Path Grade, Group - PT4 II 

49 G;G4 II Correction Grade (Below) II 

50 G: SDP4 Feet Distance, Start of DTG Equipment -
PT4 1 

51 G:BXLl Dim. Regression Coefficient/XLight/Temp 1 100 
52 G:BLl II II Light II h 

53 G:BHl II II Heavy II " 54 G:BMl II II Medium II Ii 

55 G:BXHl II II XHeavy II " 56 G:BXL2 II II XLight/Temp 2 II 

57 G:BL2 II II Light II II 

58 G:BH2 II II Heavy II II 

59 G:BM2 II II Medium II II 

60 G:BXH2 II II XHeavy II II 

61 G:BXL3 II II XLight/Temp 3 II 

62 G:BL3 II II Light II II 

63 G:BH3 II II H~avy II II 

64 G:BM3 11 II Medium II II 

65 G:BXH3 II II XHeavy II II 

66 G:BXL4 II II XLight/Temp 4 II 

67 G:BL4 II II Light II II 

68 G:BH4 II II Heavy II II 

69 G:BM4 II II Medium II II 

70 G:BXH4 II II XHeavy II II 

71 G:BXL5 II . II XLight/Temp 5 II 

72 G:BL5 II II Light II II 

73 _G;BH5 II II Heavy II II 

74 G:BM5 II II Medium II II 

75 G:BXH5 II II XHeavy II II 

76 G:BXL6 II II XLight/Temp 6 II 

77 G:BL6 II II Light II II 

78 G:BH6 II II Heavy II II 

79 G:BM6 II II Medium II II 

80 G:BXH6 II II XHeavy II II 

81 G:CXLl #IT II XLight/Temp 1 10 
82 G:CLl II II Light II II 

83 G:CHl II II Heavy II II 

84 G:CMl II II Medium II II 

85 G:CXHl II II XHeavy 11 II 

86 G:CXL2 II II XLight/Temp 2 II . 

87 G:CL2 II II Light 11 II 

88 G:CH2 II 11 Heavy II II 

89 G:CM2 II II Medium II II 

90 G:CJCH2 II II XHeavy II II 
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Tabl~ 3-1 cont'd. 
Parameter Scale 

ID Mnemonic Units Description Factor 

91 G:CXL3 #/T Regression Coefficient/XLight/Temp 3 10 
92 G:CL3 " II Light " " 
93 G:CH3 " " Heavy " " 34 G:CM3 " " Medium " " '::)5 G:CXH3 " " XHeavy " " 
96 G:CXL4 II " XLight/Temp 4 " 
'J7 G:CL4 " " Light " " 
'::JS G:CH4 II " Heavy " II 

39 G:CM4 " " Medium " II 

100 G:CXH4 II II XHeavy " II 

101 G:CXL5 . II II XLight/Temp 5 " 102 G:CL5 " " Light " II 

103 G:CH5 " " Heavy " " 
104 G:CM5 " " Medium " 11 

105 G: CXH5 II II XHeavy " II 

106 G:CXL6 " " XLight/Temp 6 " 107 G:CL6 " " Light " " 108 G:CH6 " " Heavy " " 109 G:CM6 " " Medium II " 110 G:CXH6 " " XHeavy " II 

111 T:AXLl Dim. Tangent Scope /XLight/Temp 1 100 
112 T:ALl II II Light II II 

113 T:AHl II II Heavy II " 114 T:AMl " II Medium " II 

115 T:AXHl " " XHeavy " II 

116 T:AXL2 II 11 XLight/Temp 2 II 

l;t.7 T:AL2 II " Light " " 118 T:AH2 " II Heavy II II 

119 T:AM2 II " Medium II " 120 T:AX H2 " II XHEavy II " 121 T:AXL3 " " XLight/Temp 3 II 

122 T:AL3 II " Light " II 

123 T:AH3 II " Heavy II II 

124 T:AM3 II " Medium " II 

125 T:AXH3 II II XHeavy " II 

126 T:AXL4 " " XLight/Temp 4 II 

127 T:AL4 II " Light II II 

128 T:AH4 " II Heavy II " 129 T:AM4 II II Medium II II 

130 T:AX H4 II II XHeavy II II 

131 T:AXL5 II II XLight/Temp 5 II 

132 T:AL5 II II Light II II 

133 T:AH5 II II Heavy II II 

134 T:AM5 II II Medium II II 

135 T:AXH5 II II , XHeavy II II 

136 T:AXL6 " II XLight/Temp 6 II 

137 T:AL6 II II Light II II 

138 T:AH6 II II Heavy II II 

139 T:AM6 II II Medium II II 

140 T:AX H6 II II XHeavy II II 
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Table 3-1 cont'd. 

Parameter Scale 
ID Mnemonic Units _!?.escr i pt ion Factor 

141 T:DXLl #/T Tangent Intercept/XLight/Temp 1 100 
142 T:DLl II II Light II II 

143 T:DHl II II Heavy II II 

144 T:DMl II II Medium II II 

145 T:DXHl II II XHeavy II II 

146 T:DXL2 II II XLight II II 

147 T:DL2 II II Light " II 

148 T:DH2 II II Heavy. II II 

149 T:DM2 II II Medium II II 

150 T:DXH2 II II XHeavy II II 

151 T:DXL3 II " XLight II " 
152 T:DL3 II " Light II " 
153 T:DH3 II It Heavy II II 

154 T:DM3 II " Medium II " 
155 T:DXH3 II II XHeavy " " 
156 T:DXL4 II ii XLight II it 

157 T:DL4 II " Light II " 
158 T:DH4 II " Heavy II II 

159 T:DM4 II II Medium n " 
160 T:DXH4 II II XHeavy II II 

161 T:DXL5 II " XLight II " 
162 T:DL5 " II Light II " 
163 T:DH5 II II Heavy_ II II 

164 T:DM5 " " Medium " " 165 T:DX,H5 II ,, XHeavy II II 

166 T:DXL6 II " XLight II " 
167 T:DL6 II II Light " II 

168 T:DH6 II II Heavy II " 
169 T:DM6 II II Medium II II 

170 T:DX H6 II II XHeavy II II 

6090 I P• 3-11 
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TABLE 3-2 
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CALIBRATION OUTPUT DATA 

CARD #1 

Number of 
Positions 

2 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
4 
4 
1 
2 
4 
1 
4 
4 
4 
4 
6 
1 

10 
3 
3 

10 

Data 

'CDT Message ID 
Yard ID 
Number Cords in Rec. "3" 
Misroute Flag: 
Zone of Misroute 
Stall Flag 
Zone of Stall 
Weight Class 
Weight Class Not Determined Flag 
Actual Track Destination 
Coupler/Coupler Length (Cut) 
Outer Wheel Base Length (Cut) 
Length Not Determined Flag 
Number of Axles (Cut) 
Distance-To-Go 
Average RR Upstairs Flag 
Temperature 
Wind Speed 
Wind Direction - Sine 
Wind Direction - Cosine 
Unused 
Car Number (1) 
CARINO 
Hump List Number 
Car Sequence Number 
Date/Time 

NOTE: To Get: 

Alphameric 
Integer 
Integer 

Comments 

Integer Record 1 
Integer Record 2 
Integer Record 3 
Integer Record 4 
Integer Record 5 
Integer Record 6 
Integer Record 7 
Integer Record 8 Scaled XlO (~4 Ft.) 
Integer Record 9 Scaled XlO (.4 Ft.) 
Integer Record 10 
Integer Record 11 
Integer Record 12 
Integer Record 13 
Integer Record 14 BCD 
Integer Record 15 Scaled X 100 
Integer Record 16 BCD 
Integer Record 17 BDC 
Integer 
Alphameric 
Alphameric 
Alphameric 
Alphameric 

Temperature (°F) = Record 14 X 140/9999-20 
Wind Direction-Sine= Record 16/4000-1.25 
Wind Direction-Cos= Record 17/4000-1.25 
Wind Speed= Reco~d 15/100. 
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CARD #2 

Number of 
Positions 

2 
1 
4 
4 
i1 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
1 
1 

11 
1 

10 
3 
3 

10 

Table 3-2 cont'd. 

Data 

'CD' Message ID 
Hump Lead 
Time of Cut at Point 4 
Time of Cut at CALWDl 
Time of Cut at CALWD2 
Target Time, Crest-MSTR 
Actual Time, Crest-MSTR 
Time in MSTR Ret. 
Time, MSTR Exit Group Ent. 
Time in Group Ret. 
Time, Group Exit-Point 4 
Time, Group Exit-Last Switch 
Scale Weight 
Master Catchup 
Group Catchup 
Unused 
Car Number (2) 
CARINO 
Hump List Number 
Car Sequence Number 
Date/Time 

Comments 

Alphameric 
Integer Record 18 
Integer Record 19 Scaled XlOO 
Integer Record 20 Scaled II 

Integer Record 21 Scaled II 

Integer Record 22 Scaled XlO 
Integer Record 23 Scaled 
Integer Record 24 Scaled 
Integer Record 25 Scaled 
Integer Record 26 Scaled 
Integer Record 27 Scaled 
Integer Record 28 Scaled 
Integer Record 29 Nearest 
Integer Record 30 
Integer R~cord 31 

Numeric 
Alphanumeric 
Numeric 

II 

II 
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(.25 sec) 
(. 2 5 sec) 
(. 2 5 sec) 
(. 1 sec) 
(. 1 sec) 
(. 1 sec) 
(. 1 sec) 
(. 1 sec) 
(. 1 sec) 
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CARD #3 

Number of 
Positions 

2 
4 
1 
4 
4 
1 
4 
4 
4 
1 
4 
1 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 
3 
1 
1 
5 
1 

10 
3 
3 

10 

Table 3-2 cont'd. 

Data 

'CD' Message ID 
Crest Velocity 
Crest Velocity Not Determined 
MSTR Ent. Vel. 
MSTR Calculated Exit Vel. 
MSTR Clamp Flag 
MSTR Measured Exit Vel. 
Group Ent. Vel. 
Group Calculated Exit Vel. 
Group Clamp Vel. 
Group Measured Exit Vel. 
MSTR in Manual Flag 
Inter in Manual Flag 
Group in Manual Flag 
MSTR in VR4 Flag 
Inter in VR4 Flag 
Group in VR4 Flag 
Coupling Velocity 
Number of Car Space Readings 
Car Space Terminated by Catchup 
Car Space Term. by Equipment Error 
Unused 
Car Number ( 3) 
CARINO 
Hump List Number 
Car Sequence Number 
Date/Time 

Comments 

Alphameric 
Integer Record 32 Scaled XlOO 
Integer Record 33 
Integer Record 34 Scaled XlOO 
Integer Record 35 Scaled XlOO 
Integer Record 36 Scaled XlOO 
Integer Record 37 Scaled XlOO 
Integer Record 38 Scaled XlOO 
Integer Record 39 Scaled XlOO 
Integer Record 40 Scaled XlOO 
Integer Record 41 Scaled XlOO 
Integer Record 42 
Integer Record 
Intege1 Record 43 
Integer Record 44 
Integer Record 
Integer Record 45 
Integer Record 46 Scaled XlOO 
Integer Record 47 
Integer Record 48 
Integer Record 49 

Integer Record 50 
Alphameric Record 51-55 
Integer Record 56 
Integer Record 57 
Integer Record 58-62 

WABCO 
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(. 2 5) 
(. 2 5) 
(. 2 5) 
(. 2 5) 
(. 2 5) 
(. 2 5) 
(. 2 5) 
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CARD #4-X 

Number of 
Positions 

4 
4 . 
. · . 
4 

Data 

Car Space Reading #1 
II II II #2 . 

. 
Car Space Reading #N 

Table 3-2 cont'd. 

Comments 

F.eet 
" 

Feet 
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3.5 INQUIRY CARD FORMATS 

There are four types of cards used to generate statistics of: 

a. Yard values 
b. Track values 
c. Retarder Exit Speed Errors and Requests 
d. Bowl Coupling Speeds and Rolling Resistance 

The formats for each inquiry are listed below: 

p. 

1. Yard and track values are identicle to the 
calibration file update formats as shown in 
Table 3-1. Indeed, the update formats may be 
used as inquiry cards and vice-versa. 

2. Retarder Speed Error and Exit Speed Request 
Inquiry Card Format. 

Column Description 

Parameter Name 
Ignored 

Format 

Alphameric 1-6 
7-8 
9-11 Parameter Identification Numeric: !=Master 

2=Group 
12-13 
14 
15-16 
17-18 

19-21 
22-23 

24-26 
27-31 

32-80 

Ignored 
Speed Error Identifier 
Ignored 
Minimum Track Serviced by 

Retarder 
Ignored 
Max. Track Serviced by 

Retarder 
Ignored· 
Servo Identifier 

Ignored 

Alphameric "S" 

Numeric 

Numeric 

Numeric:O=VSS, 
!=ASS 

3. Coupling Speed and Bowl Resistance Inquiry Card Format 

Column Description Format 

1-6 Parameter Name Alphameric 
7-8 Ignored 
9-13 Ignored 

14 Coupling Speed Identifier Alphameric "C II 
15-16 Ignored 
17-18 Min. Track on which Coupling 

Speed is Desired Numeric 
19-21 Ignored 
22-23 Max. Track on which Coupling 

Speed is Desired Numeric 
24-26 Ignored 

3-16 



cont'd. 
Column Description 

27-31 Weight Class Selection 

37-80 Ignored 

3. 6 CALIBRATION DATA OUTPUT. 

Format 

WABCD 
~ 

Numeric: O=all wts. 
l=XL wts 
2=L wts. 
3=M wts. 
4=H wts. 
5=XH wts. 

All calibration data is output to. tape as a 3 cards per cut 
record with car space data appended to the record if available. 
All three cars contain a message identification "CD", card number, 
car initial and number, hump list number, car sequence number, 
date and time. The various data values will be output scaled 
as shown in Table 3-2 with the accuracy as designated. Section 
6-3 contains an '80-80 listing of 'a typical output calibration 
record. · · 

3.7 A"VAILABLE FORTRAN PROGRAMS 

a. Calibration Record Edit Program (CALEDT). This program 
reads the calibration records from tape or card reader, 
by-passes records with cards out of sequence, processes 
and outputs the data to a RAD file for subsequent processing. 

With data switch 1 set on the control panel of the CPU, a 
printed output will be generated on the line printer for 
each cut, containing the car initial and number (CARINO), 
track destination, weight class, outer wheel base length, 
distance to couple, a scaled value of the measured 
coupling velocity or a coded value indicating various 
statuses of the measurement, bowl resistance if measured, 
velocities at retarder entrances and exits, velocities at 
tangent point wheel detectors, and curved track rolling 
resistance calculations for the zones above the group 
retarder, RU, and below the group retarder, RD. 

With data switch 2 set, error messages are output to the 
teleprinter. Each error message is followed by the 
hump list n_umber, line number, and car initial and 
number of the record in error. 

Typical output~ are shown in section 6-4. When the allotted 
disc space becomes full with data, a message "calibration 
partition full" will be output on the teletype and reading 
of data will automatically be terminated. 
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For card input, a card with "ND" punched in columns 1 and 
2 will terminate input if the partition has not been 
filled. 

A track summary is output on the line printer when input 
data has been completed. This consists of the number of 
cars stored on disc by weight class and track (Section 6-4). 

Provision has been made in the program to screen out 
undesired data by allowxing only car records with selected 
track destinations, a date range, and cars with specified 
number of axles to be output to the RAD file. This is 
done by inputting to the program 2 cards containing the 
selection criteria, with card sequence numbers in columns 
79-80. The card formats and schematic of the steps 
required are shown in Figure 3-2. If these cards are not 
input as required, the program will pause with an 
appropriate message. Program may then be resumed by 
inputting the proper cards, depressing the teleprinter 
interrupt button and typing/RES (return). 

A non-zero integer in columns 21 of card number 2 indicates 
that data transfer will be through the card reader. 

Blank fields for the date causes all dates to be processed 
for the specified axle counts. 

There are various codes relating to the coupling velocity 
output VCPL: 

1. A number other than a 9000 series is the actual 
coupling velocity in MPH scaled by a factor of 
100. 

2. A value of 9000: indicates no car space data was 
available for that car. 

3. 9001: Car space data was aborted because a second 
car entered the track before the first car's data 
was complete. 

4. 9002: A car space equipment failure was detected. 

5. 9003: There was not enough data to provide for 
sufficient filtering. 

6. 9004: Car was detected to be in motion at the 
termination of car space data. 

7. 9005: Car stalled start of coupling. 

8. 9006: Car has not traversed at least 3 car lengths. 
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Card Seg. 

Columns 

1-72 

73-78 
79-80 

Card Seg. 

Columns 

1-6 
7-10 

11-16 
17-20 
21 
22-25 
26-27 
28-31 
32-33 
34-78 
79-80 

#1 

#2 

Description 

Value "l" punched in columns ;for 
which track data is desired·. 
Ignored 
Value "l" card seq. number 1 

Description 

Earliest desired date 
Ignored 
Latest desired date 
Ignored 
Mode of data transfer: O=tape 
Ignored 
Minimum no. axles 
Ignored 
Maximum no. axles 
Ignored 
Value "2" Card Seq. No. 2 

Job Control Cards 

1. $Job 
2. $Opt. Nomap 

WABCC 
~ 

Format 

Integer, 72I 

Integer, I2 

Format 

312 

312 

I2 

I2 

I2 

I2 

3. $Ass l=BS, 2=BIS, 3=CAL, 4=CP, 5=CR, 6=LP, 7=MT1, 8=TY, BI=CR 
4. $EXE. Main, BI, Link, 2 

Program Deck 

5. $$ 

Figure 3-2. CALEDT Program - Card Formats and Procedure 
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CALEDT PROGRAM 

$EXE MAIN,BI,LINK 2 

$ASS l=BS,etc. 

($OPT NOMAP 

$JOB 

........ ~=-.. ~-----------' 

CAR SELECTION #2 
. SEQ #1 

RACK'' SELECTION 

Figure 3-2 cont'd. CALEDT Program -Card Formats and Procedure 
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b. Calibration processing program (CLBRTN) 

Program CLBRTN examines the data base generated by the CALEDT 
program and calculates, upon request, statistical estimates of 
the yard and track control parameters, for the reference car 
(46 wheel base), speed errors and bowl coupling speeds. 

Yard and track control parameters are: 

-Crest to Master run times, (yard value, TCMX.X) 
-Retarder to retarder run times M:TE 
-Effective grades below the Master Retarder, M;G3P 
-Average Master Retarder entrance velocity, M:VEA 
-Regression Coefficients for prediction of the rolling 
characteristics of cuts by weight class and temperature 
for curved track, G:BWT, G:CWT, and for tangent track, 
T:AWT, T:DWT. 

-Average rolling characteristics of cars below the Master 
Retarder by weight class and temperature, M:RRWT 

These parameters and their use are defined in Section VII which 
describes the Master Retarder Control Algorithm. Figure 3-4 
shows the procedure for generating the calibration parameters. 

Once the printed output and new update card is obtained, the 
data should be carefully evaluated for reasonableness before 
a parameter is entered"into the system. 

Edit Criteria: records are bypassed if: 

1) Crest Master run times TCMXX: 

-if the length flag is set 
-if the wheel base length is outside the range of 40-50' 
-if the car does not contain 4 axles 
-if the crest velocity flag is set 
-if the crest velocity is outside the range of the 
desired velocity+ .SO MPH 

-if the track destination is outside the selected 
track range 

-if either the measured crest velocity, master entrance 
velocity or crest to master run time is zero. 

2) Master/Group run times, M:TE 

-if the length flag is set 
-if the wheel base length is outside the range 40-50' 
-if either the time measured in the master retarder 
or between master and group are zero. 
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3. Model 67 effective acceleration M:AR, M:DR 

-if the length flag is set 
-if either the retarder measured entrance velocity or 
exit velocity is zero 

-if the net change in velocity through the retarder is 
less than 1 MPH 

-if the retarder was in acceleration control 
-if the free roll time is less than 50' 
-if the measured time in the' retarder is zero 
-if the track destination is not one of the selected tracks. 

4. Master retarder effective grade M: G3P 

-if the length flag is set 
-if the free roll distance is less than 50' 
-if the calculated rolling +esistance is outside the 

range 0-20 #/TON 

5. Master retarder entrance velocity 

-if the length flag is set 
-if the measured entrance velocity is zero 

6. Average rolling resistance below master retarder M:RRWT 

-if the length flag is set 
-if the free roll distance is less than 50' 
-if the measured temperature is outside the selected 
temperature range 

7. Curved regression coefficients G:BWT, G:CWT 

-if the length flag is set 
-if the free roll distance is less than 50' 
-if the measured master exit velocity or group entrance 
velocity is zero 

-if the calculated rolling resistance is outside the 
r~nge 0-20 #/TON 

-if the calculated velocity at Point 4 is zero 

8. Tangent regression coefficients T:AWT, T:DWT 

-if the length flag is set 
-if the free roll distance is less than 50' 
-if the measured temperature is outside the selected 
range 

-if the measured master exit velocity or group 
entrance velocity is zero 

-if the calculated rolling resistance is outside the 
range 0-20 #/TON 

-if the calculated velocity at either point 4, RTl or RT2 
wheel detectors is zero 

-if the velocity at VRTl is less than the velocity at VRT2 
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Note that a special sequence is required for processing regression 
coefficients. The intercept inquiry card must follow the slope 
inquiry card otherwise an error message will be generated on the 
TTY. 

Speed Error and bowl coupling speed statistics may be generated 
from the CLBRTN program by inputting inquiry cards with the 
special formats described in paragraph 3.5. 

The records for these programs are bypassed if: 

9. Speed error and Speed requests: 

-if the catchup flag is set 
-if the retarder measured exit velocity is zero 

10. Bowl coupling and rolling resistances 

-if coupling velocity measurement was not accomplished 
as described in 3.?a. 

The deck set-up for loading the program CLBRTN is shown in 
Figure 3-3. 

3.8 Procedure for Calibration Processing 

The procedure is outlined schematically in Figure 3-4. 

a) The on-line system is requested by CRT input 
to gather curved and/or tangent calibration 
data. Tangent calibration data consists of 
the cut's velocity at the calibration wheel 
detectors on Tracks for which RT wheel detectors 
are located. 

Calibration data output to mag. tape may be 
.requested by calling up the 11 calibration request" 
guide format on the CRT as described in the 
"Description of Operations Manual". 

b) The standby CPU is loaded with the preedit program 
CALEDT, followed by the track and cut selection 
cards. 

If the track selection cards are in error a message 
will be output to the teleprinter indicating which 
card is in error, and the program will remain in a 
hold state. 

The cards in error should be corrected and placed in 
the card reader hopper to be read in again. The 
program may be continued by depressing the interrupt 
button on the teleprinter console and typing /RES (return). 
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c) The calibration records are then read from tape into 
CPU by the CALEDT program which examines the data 
stream input. Records meeting the edit criteria 
will be loaded on the RAD. All others are rejected. 
When either the available RAD space has been filled 
or all the records have been edited the total number 
of records processed and the total number accepted 
will be printed on the line printer with a track 
summary report. 

After the information on the track and cut selection 
cards are input to the program, the magtape will 
rewind automatically and the teleprinter will output 
a pause message indicating that the program is in a 
hold state. At this point the calibrator may: 

(1) Replace current tape if desired 
(2) Advance tape "N" records 
(3) Proceed processing data with the current tape. 

To advance the tape "N" records: depress the interrupt 
button on the teleprinter and type /B/AVF MTl N (return)"". 
To proceed with the processing of data: depress the 
interrupt button and type /RES (return). 

At each end of file mark encountered on the tape, the 
program will pause after printing on the teleprinter 
the message. "END OF TAPE RECORD. ENTER fJ FOR MORE 
TAPE DATA, 1 TO PROCESS CURRENT RECORDS". At this 
time, type in the desired value followed by a return 
key entry. If a keying error has been made the 
program will output "ENTRY ERROR • . . TYPE IN ~ OR 1. 
Again, type in.the desired value followed by the return 
key. The program is then continued by depressing the 
interrupt button and typing /RES (return). Typical 
outputs are shown in Section 6.4. 

d) The calibration program CLBRTN is then loaded. 

e) The desired calibration parameters are identified by 
inputting the calibration inquiry cards. The program 
will generate a report for each parameter selected 
and where applicable print a new card for each 
parameter in the correct format for entry into the 
on-line system. 

f) The new values may be entered into both CPU's via the 
punched cards either individually or as part of the 
total calibration file. Should an error be detected 
on input, an error message for the particular card 
will be generated and output to the teletypewriter. 
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Values should be entered into both CPU's so that both systems 
are at the same level of calibration. After the new values 
are entered, replace the old cards in the file with the new 
cards. 

The punched output cards may be interpreted by utilizing the 
UNIVAC key punch machine which is part of the ICS computer 
system. This is done by loading the cards into the hopper 
and pressing the interpret 'start' pushbutton. Obviously, 
depressing the 'stop' button will stop the interpreter. 

3.9 Preparing the Standby CPU for Calibration Processing 

In order to make use of the standby CPU to process the 
calibration data, it must be taken "off-line" and the 
peripheral connected. The following procedure may be used. 

1. Fail the Standby CPU by turning the protect key to OFF 
and depressing the HALT switch. 

2. Set data switch 14 only to ON. 

3. Depress MASTER CLEAR, FILL and RUN in that order. The 
typeweriter will output a message: 

SAL@ xxxx CSW = BIAS 

4. Set data switch 14 to zero and type Ffofo (return). After 
a short delay the teleprinter will type "SATISFIED". 

5. Type "GO" (return). After a short delay a standard 
message will be output to the teleprinter and the 
system will be ready for card input. 

After completion of the calibration data processing the off-line 
systems should be brought up to hot standby according to 
established procedures. 
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$$ 

EXE MAIN,BI,LINK 2 

$ASS l=BS, etc. 

OPT NOMAP 

. $JOB 

ND 

INQUIRY .CARDS 

Figure 3-3. CLBRTN Program Deck Set-Up 
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SECTION IV 

YARD CALIBRATION 

Yard calibration must be accomplished in three chronological 
phases: 

-Initial Parameter Entry 
-Initial Parameter Adjustments 
-Update of the Control Parameters 

4.1 INITIAL PARA.METER ENTRY 

WABCD 
~ 

Initial parameter entry consists of entering grades, distances, 
retarder length, etc. for use in the on-line system during the 
system installation and debug phase. 

If the above data, obtained from the civil engineering plan 
and profile is an accurate representation of the physical 
yard it need not be changed once entered into the system. 
However, the initial control parameters (target times, 
effective grades, etc.} are at best ballpark estimates of the 
true parameters. Therefore, since these values will be used 
at the start of revenue service and will affect yard operation, 
the values must be reasonable. The best approach in this 
regard is to adjust the parameters to obtain essentially fixed 
leaving speeds from the retarders by setting the upper and 
lower velocity clamps for each retarder nearly equal, based on 
the desired energy levels between retarders. 

The initial energy levels and target times were determined 
from yard time distance studies. Each Model 67 retarder entrance 
velocity, excluding the master retarder, was targeted for 
15 MPH. 

4.2 INITIAL PARA.METER ADJUSTMENT 

Before proceeding with the initial adjustments, the retarders 
and associated hardware should be adjusted and confirmed to be 
operating according to maintenance procedures. It is also 
recommended that a survey be taken of the yard to confirm that 
all grades, path distances, and retarder lengths, etc. are 
correct. These parameters are defined in Section VII RetardBr 
Control Algorithms. 

1) Grade Calculations--Grades are determined by calculating 
the ratio of the change in elevation of the center of 
gravity and the total displacement of the center of gravity 
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for the reference car over the path in question. A 
reference car of 46' wheel base should be used. 

To convert the grade to units of pounds per ton, merely 
multiply the result of the calculation by 2000. 

Setting Clamps--Initial clamp settings should be as 
follows: 

Retarder Max. Min. 

Master 16 MPH 12 MPH 
Group 13 MPH 6 MPH 

3) Target Times--When sufficient data has been collected (at 
least thirty (30 samples) for each path of interest, the 
statistical reports from CLBRTN program may be used at 
this time to establish the new reference target times 
from crest to master, and for paths below each retarder. 

The new cards may be punched up containing new values 
and entered into the system. 

4) Control Parameters--When sufficient data has been collected 
(at least thirty (30 samples) for each path of interest, 
the reports generated from the program may be used to 
establish the crest to bowl control parameters. The 
calibration program will punch cards with new values in 
the proper format for direct entry into the system. 

5) Regression Coefficients--When sufficient data has been 
collected for a group of tracks of interest, the reports 
generated from the program may be used to establish 
initial regression values. 

A minimum sample of thirty (30) per weight class per 
retarder should be obtained before considering adjustment 
of the parameter. 

The ·calibration program will punch data cards with the 
new values in the proper format for direct entry into 
the system. 

4.3 PARAMETER UPDATES 

After the "gross" adjustments are entered into the system, 
there should be a period of data gathering before further 
parameter entries are made. Subsequent adjustments to the 
system must be made with the following intent: 

1) Establish values to update the table of target times 
between the crest and master retarder. 
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2) Establish retarder to retarder target times. Accomplish 
this with the constraint that the average entering 
velocities at the group retarders are approximately 15 MPH. 

3) Establish values for the effective acceleration and 
deceleration ratings for the master retarder. The values 
should be established with the intent that they be changed 
very infrequently if at all. · 

4) Periodically update the values of mean rolling resistances 
(by weight class and temperature) for each path between 
the master retarder and the next retarder. 

Similarly, update the values of the regression factors 
for predicting rolling resistance for each path above 
and below each group retarder. 

5) Periodically update the effective grade, G3P, for each 
path segment for which there is sufficient data. This 
parameter may be used as a "vernier" adjustment to bring 
the run times within tolerable limits. 

It must be realized that there is no "boiler plate" 
technique for updating the parameters once the initial 
adjustments have been made. Proper adjustments of the 
system rely on the ingenuity of the "calibrator" and 
his knowledge of the system and its capabilities. He 
need not be an "expert" in the system design, but he 
should, however, have an understanding of the intent 
of each parameter and the effects they may have on 
various parts of the control if changed. 

With this in mind some comments are offered below which 
are intended to aid in the "calibrator's" understanding 
of the effects of changes of some of the critical parameters. 

a) Crest to Master and Retarder to Retarder Target Times: 

A change in the crest to master target times will 
affect the energy level through the master/group zone. 
A decrease in this parameters from its current values 
will have the effect of making cars crested after the 
change to appear to be arriving later in time than 
before, thereby causing higher requested exit speeds 
from the master retarder. The opposite effect occurs 
for an increase in the crest to master time. 

One should avoid gross changes in Master to.Group 
target times without ascertaining that large discrepancies 
are not due to some fault in the system, i.e. speed 
errors, etc. 
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b) Master and Group Retarder Speed Errors: 

Speed errors should be examin~d before making changes 
to target times. The average of the speed errors should 
be near zero. Gross departures from this value may be 
the result of either poor retarder adjustment or because 
the target times are such that a significant percentage 
of the cuts are unable to attain the requested exit 
speeds. Examination of the frequency distributions 
of the speed errors and speed requests will aid in 
evaluating the cause of speed errors which in turn 
provide sufficient information for evaluating transit 
time performance. For example, speed errors biased 
below the zero mean value should result in cars arriving 
at the next control point later in time, on the average, 
than the target time. If the average value of the 
transit times is significantly different from the 
reference target time, and the speed errors are near 
zero, then the target times should be changed. However, 
if the mean speed error is significantly different 
from zero then the calibrator must ascertain if this 
difference is due to retarder performance or a poor 
value of the reference target time by examining the 
frequency distribution of the speed errors and speed 
requests. 

c) Acceleration Factors x:AR, x:DR: 

In general, a change in these parameters will not 
significantly affect the transit time of cuts in 
their respective path segments. Therefore, these 
parameters need not be considered for gross changes 
in transit times and should not require frequent 
updates. 

d) Effective Grades x:G3P: 

This parameter can be used to effect small changes in 
cars transit times. It may be used as a "ve:i;-nier" 
adjustment to bring transit times in line once the 
gross adjustments are within tolerable limits. 

A rule of thumb which may be followed: Unless the 
free roll time in a given path segment is at least 
twice the retarder "process" time, then adjustment 
of the G3P parameter for that path segment need not 
be considered a vernier adjustment of transit time. 
In such a case the target time should be changed to 
be in line with the average transit time. 

e) Average Rolling Resistance; Regression Coefficients: 

These parameters should be examined periodic~lly to 
determine if an ~pdate is required. A minimum of 
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100 samples should be used before considering changing 
these parameters. 

Since various factors affect these values (rail 
lubrication, weather, rail gauge, etc.) an attempt should 
be made to determine if large variations in these mean 
values are not specifically due to one or more of these 
factors. In addition, a log of these mean values 
should be kept to determine if there are seasonal 
effects, i.e., trend lines, control charts, or 
equivalent techniques. 

In Figure 4-lA is shown an "ideal scatter pattern" 
representative of the RU/RD parameters. The ellipse 
is a result of two normally distributed random 
variables, RU, RD which have some degree of correlation 
(if the two variables were uncorrelated, then the 
axis of the ellipse would be parallel to the coordinate 
axis). The line AA' through the major axis of the 
ellipse represents the "correct" regression line. The 
intersection of the lines drawn through the values RU 
and RD represents the average values of the two 
distributions. Note that the "correct" regression line 
passes through the intersection of the average values 
RU, RD. The corresponding "ideal" coupling speed 
distribution is shown in Figure 4-lB. 

Regression line BB' is a departure from the correct 
regression line but still passes through the intersection 
of the average RU/RD. Its corresponding "ideal" coupling 
speed distribution is shown in Figure 4-lB. Note that 
the average is still centered about the target coupling 
speed Ve, but that there is a wider dispersion of 
coupling speeds. This means more stalls and more 
overspeed impacts. 

In Figure 4-lC is shown the corresponding distributions 
for regression lines CC' and DD'. 

The following deductions may be drawn from these examples: 

1, The proper regression line can not be confirmed unless 
sufficient coupling speed data is obtained. 

2) The regression line must pass through the intersection of 
the mean values RU, RD. If the average coupling speed 
is not very near the target coupling speed and there is 
a high degree of cofidence that the regression line is 
through the intersection of the mean values of RU/RD, 
then the source of the bias error is mostly likely due 
to some other cause, for example, group retarder speed 
errors. 
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3) The variance in coupling speed is directly affected by the 
variance in retarder performance, and the variance in car 
behavior. Unfortunately, these are not controllable 
parameters. Therefore, when it is concluded that the 
retarder is performing as intended, i.e., no malfunction, 
then one should not expend too much effort in trying to 
idealize retarder performance to obtain better coupling 
speed performance. 

4) Finally, one must conclude that if there is a high level 
of confidence in the regression line, and a satisfactory 
level of performance of the tangent retarders, then further 
adjustments of the regression coefficients will not 
significantly improve the coupling speed performance. 

6090, p. 4-6 
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SECTION V 

CALIBRATION DATA AS A DIAGNOSTIC TOOL 

The calibration outputs from the on-line system may be of value 
in diagnosing individual cut behavior and control. However, 
since the design of this output was intended for batch processing 
to obtain the statistical parameters required in the control 
algorithms and not as a diagnostic tool, one can be led to 
erroneous conclusions if caution is not exercised in analyzing 
the individual car records. Particular care must be given to 
the various flags set in the data record and their effects on 
associated data fields. The flags and their effects on the 
calibration outputs are described below. 

5.1 CREST TO TANGENT CONTROL 

1) Flags 

Flags are set when one or more pieces of data are missing 
from the velocity or time fields, or whenever average 
values are used in cases where a measurement was not obtained. 

The average length values are: wheel base length - 46' 
axle-axle 1 truck - 5 1 6 11 

In the case where an entering velocity is not obtained, 
the average value for that retarder, x:VEA, from the 
calibration file is used. In any case, the velocity 
data fields will be loaded with zeros if the corresponding 
velocity measurements were not obtained and the average 
value flag is set. 

If either the free roll time or the retarder process time 
is not valid, the target time, x:TE, for that path segment 
is loaded into the data field which contains the free roll 
time for that retarder. The retarder process time is 
loaded with zeros. 

2) Cut misroutes: This flag is set for cars that have not 
arrived at their targeted destinations track. The zone 
at which the cut was misrouted is also indicated. 

Misroutes should be considered when examining transit times 
below the groups and tangent entering velocities. 

3) Cut Stalled: The calibration record for that car is output 
to file as soon as the cut has been detected as a stall. 
If the cut was re-humped another record is generated 
for that cut. 

4) Weight class not determined: If a valid weight was not 
received from the weigh rail, a backup weight is used 
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from the scale or from the cut list in that priority. 
If no weight is available a weight class of medium is 
assigned. 

5) Retarder Catchup: The catchup flag is set if the front 
axle of the following car is detected at the entrance 
of the retarder before the last axle of the previous car 
is counted out. 

6) Crest velocity not determined: If a· valid velocity 
measurement was not obtained for that car, the targeted 
velocity is used for that car and the corresponding crest 
to master target time is assigned to that car for control. 

6090, p. 5..:..2 
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SECTION VI 

CALIBRATION CARD FILES, DATA, AND REPORTS 

6.1 INQUIRY CARD FILE 

The following is an 80-80 listing of typical yard Inquiry/ 
File update cards which were used for initial parameter 
entry. 

TCMO. 0 .1 y 5000 10 
TCMO. 5 2 y 855 10 
TCM1. 0 ·':! 

•J y 545 .10 
TCM1. 5 4 y 4:31 1.0 
TCM2. 0 5 y :366 10 
TCM2. 5 6 y :323 10 
TCM3. 0 7 y 292 10 
TCM:3. 5 8 y 268 10 
TCM4. 0 9 Y. 247 10 
TCM4. 5 10 y 2:31 1.0 
TCM5. 0 11 y 21.6 10 
V5XL 17. y 200· 40 
V5L 13 y 200 40 
V5H 14 y 200 40 
V5M 15 y 200 40 
'v'5XH 16 y 200 40 
IWXL 17 y 109 l.00 
IWL 1:3 y 1.06 100 
IWH 19 y 1.02 100 
IWM 20 y 104 100 
IWXH 21 y 101 100 
DVXM 22 y 400 40 
DVXG •'")•j 

4•..J y :320 40 
MN CLP 24 v 400 40 
MXCLP 25 y 640 40 
GNCLP 26 y 240 40 
GXCLP 27 y 400 40 
FFAC 28 y •;,f;°}'~ 100 
NFAC 2·:-1 y 100 100 
SFAC 30 y l.01 1.00 

6090, p. 6-1 
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6.2 OUTPUT STATISTICS 

The following pages show typical outputs when the inquiry 
card is used as a select card. All data is a result of 
using the programs described in Section III to generate 
a report on Group 2 data. 

6.3 TYPICAL CALIBRATION OUTPUT 

The following is an 80-80 listing of a typical output. 
Refer to "Calibration Data Output Format" in Section III 
for descriptions. 

6090, p. 6-2 



... ~..,,.,,_. ____ _ 
~ ... ~,, 

?EST-MA~TER RUN TIMES RAW OATA DATE RA~GE: 81"'1111·-- 8/31/77 
!'12. 5 6 ., 1 63 29 .. 

:IGHT CL11sc:::: XI IGHT LIGHT HEAVY MEOIU .. lCHEAVY TnUU, 
0 2 0 c 2 f, 

:MPF'RATIIRF: R11Nr.E 
MT~TM11M 500.00 101.1a soo.oo 99.i+" 99 ... 2 99.42 
M11XTM11.IWI -100.00 101e1A -100.00 101.1 11 101 0 lA 101.1a 

fEEI BASF' 
< :>O ('I 0 0 

,.. 0 0 

21 -- ~o 0 0 0 n 0 0 

31 -- 40 0 0 0 " 0 0 

41 -- o;O 0 2 0 
., 2 6 

51 -- *' (I 0 I) 0 n (i n 
61 -- 70 0 0 0 n 0 0 
71 -- AO 0 0 0 

., n 0 

81 -- ciu n 0 0 " (I G 
31 •• lnO 0 0 0 n 0 0 

> lnO 0 0 0 " 0 n 

:NGTHS Fl Ar.GF'D n 0 0 n 0 (I 

'.IGHT FLIIGC::: (! 

:c::oRo Rl::'.1F:rTc::: B 

STATISTTCS 
AVE11Ar.E: o.oo 29.30 o.oo 30.3~ 29.~5 :>9.64 
STD OF'V: o.oo 0.19 o.oo o.6 1 1.60 o.95 
MINri"l111"1: C!999.00 29.1(, 9999.00 29.9"' 28.12 2e.12 
MAXTl"h1M: o.oo 29.44 o.oo 30.7q 30.3A M.79 
SAMPLF'S: o.oo 2.00 o.oo 2.on 2.00 6. 00 

:EQIIF~CY OISTRIBIITION 
F % F ~ F jg F I!! F % F Iii 

< 20.00 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.on 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 
:rn.oo 21 • !\O 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 0. O" 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 
21. Oll ~;,. '.JO 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 0. O" 0 0. 0() 0 0. 0 ·J 
22.00 2:ii. no 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 0 • Oil 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 
23.00 ?4.00 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 a.on 0 o. on 0 o.oo 
24.0IJ 2-;.rio 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.on o· o.oo 0 o.oo 
2'5.00 21=..oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.on 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 
?~.oo ?7 • 0 0 0 0. 0(1 0 o.oo 0 0 • 01) 0 o.on 0 0 • 0(1 0 o.oo 
27.00 2AonO 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o. O" 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 
2&.00 ;?Chf)Q 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 O. O" 1 so.co 1 H,.67 
29.00 )50.1')0 0 0. IJO 2 100.00 0 0. oo 1 5'l.O" 0 0. oo 3 5:-1. 00 
30.oo .31 • 0 0 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 1 50.00 1 50.00 2 33.33 
:ill. 00 .'I:>. no 0 o.oo I) o.oo 0 o.oo 0 O. O" 0 o.uo 0 o.oo 
32.00 .,.,. no 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.nn 0 o.o" 0 o.oo 0 o.on 
3.3.00 34.00 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.on 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 
.34. 00 -~"· '10 0 o.oo c o.oo 0 o.oo 0 0. O" 0 o.oo 0 o.on 
:15.00 .3'-o no 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.on 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 
:1i;. 0 0 37.nO 0 o.no 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.on 0 O.Ofl 0 o.on 
'17. 00 :IA.no 0 o. llo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.on 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 
M.00 3':lo t')O 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo u o.on 0 o.uo 0 o.oo 
:19. 0 0 4n. no 0 0 • 00 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.on 0 o.oo 0 0. 00 

> 4ri.no 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 a.on 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 

IN TTME •RROR ~TATTSTICS RAW DATA DATE RA~GEE: 8131/77--- 8/31/77 

STAT !STTC~ 
A11EuA~E! o.oo .0.10 o.oo o.9e. -0.15 0.24 
STD rJ•V: o.oo 0 .19 o.oo o.6, 1.bO o.95 
Mil\;TM11M: 9999.00 -0.24 9999.00 , o.s"' -1.2a -1.28 
MAXT·"lllMI o.oo 0.04 o.oo 1.3° 00 9R t.3"1 
SI\MPLl"S: o.oo 2.00 o.oo 2.on 2.00 6. 0 0 

:EQllf.l\lr.Y OISTRIB11TION 
< .:.1n.no 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.on 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 

·10.00 -o.no 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 0.0" 0 0 • 0('1 0 o.oo 
-9.00 -A.no 0 o.oo 0 o.on 0 o.oo 0 o.on 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 
-A.Oil -1.no 0 o.oo 0 0. 0(1 () 0. 'lO 0 o.on 0 0 .oo 0 0. Cl O 
-1.00 -."• no 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.on 0 o.oo 0 o .• 00 
-6.00 -c:..no 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 O.O" 0 0. 0() 0 o.oo 
-5.0C' •4o 11'J 0 o.oo 0 0. 01' 0 o.oo 0 o.on 0 0 • 0() 0 ~. 0 !) 
-4.00 -::i1. no 0 o.no 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.on 0 o.oo __ 9 ...... o ,._ 0 0 .. --....... ----
-3 •. o.o -i:-.• no 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.on 0 ·o 0 Tf11 0 0. 0 0 
-2.00 -1.no 0 o.oo 0 o. on 0 o.oo 0 O.O" 1 SQ 0 0n 1 H. .67 
-1.00 n. no 0 0 • ()0 t so.oo 0 o.oo 0 o. O" 0 0 • 0(1 1 1f.67 
o.oo 1. no (.l o.oo 1 so.oo 0 o.oo 1 so.o" 1 so.oo 3 <;Q.00 
1.00 ::>. no 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 1 so.on 0 o.oo 1 16.67 
2.00 'I. t') 0 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.on 0 u.oo 0 o.oo 
3.00 LL o .,0 0 0. 00 0 o.oo 0 o. 00 0 o.o" 0 o. 011 0 0. 00 
4.00 r:;. no 0 o.oo 0 o.on 0 o.oo 0 o.on 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 
s.oo ,...no 0 o.oo 0 o.on 0 o. 00 0 00 O" 0 o.oo 0 0. 0 il 
6.00 1.00 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.on 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 
7.00 A.no 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.o" 0 o.on 0 o.oo 
!, • 0 0 CJ.no 0 o.oo 0 o.oc 0 o.oo 0 o.on 0 o. on 0 o. 0 0 
9.00 tn.no 0 o.on 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.on 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 

> 1 n. oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.on 0 o.on 0 o.oo 

!1"12.5 6 y 1 63 296 

°' 0 
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Lu ·J l ?',!; u ii iJ "J , .. U 1 -s (i'1f. !I•} u.i:, 1l 'i ' 1 41 L+ I 7 Of.>tl A!! !J li ,..1. "'i 3::::: ;,: ,;614 fl l T TR 'IC96 3937 0 080'+4 0928'171207 
C•)l r, 05l n (, •j l',; 0nU;,1r.+01.l Ll l ~ .,1 ·;:19 i (, /4 ,s, (H. 7 U.:}1+2 o O 2TTR)(~"393700804'+0928'7712-&7 
tu ·l iJ '? ~' 11 J . , c ic- 10 J 1?. 0 'J 13 77 l l 7~ G 11 "t Ju U u O lA O O O 5TTqX9639370 080'+'+0928'171207 
U3~7(137~01~7040KU4JqU~~fOq44Uq~~04710495U~lOUb4U0~4&055505~206120600063606~'+0657 
C6tJ. •lf- 7~,u 11 71)..,'j,:.; O l .:551) 777 07 63 07 $6 077'4- ue 10ti8190bl OOci 310834 0CJ031JB7608910891+09030~7-
oc, 11 'J '-1'""' u 1 .... ~oq9cn r· ~r::i l.J 2 o 1 Ubµ 1 {_1 '.5Y l ll 611 ~21 o&o 1 o9::>l l 37114n 113111a211s211ee11A21251 

- 12,~1~~31~4~1~571?1,,129~1293130~13~61335133813~61426l*o4139B14to1'+551'+a51'+5215'+~ 
lLJ 1 n 1i+~1? l'J c,"71~.lf.? 1~5115si u 1 ob o l 59615P4lt:- 0210111038163816q.4.1&&;>,l605169216921eq51734 
17h?l72R17,~l767l77~173617~Al~031An~l~~jlf3Qld271~2~183Q18301R301827182718~01827 
l A..1fl 1 f, .5r 1, .!71 i1241~2 7 H·. ;-: 71 b 3 U lf<.~ C lt.\~ 7lf 3lllb.1C 182 71 f:1271827182718271827162418271827 
lP 2 ·t 1 b271r<,~ 7 :!.Ai::!7 l '127 ld::A 1 k2'+lh2i+ 1B24..1.,5271~271827P\21.f.1827182718241827182q.182718-2-f4. 
1-:12'.71 ht:.7 .t ,~ 71(•2-1-1 '~e.4 l 'i,. 71e :~ r J >,2115, 71 e2718j o 16301 P.271827182418271830182718:;,71830 

c. on 1 ~Lu on;, r...:.u ~ 1 i1.:.•.u. .+u&::.; J n 41 o 5j o~ Oel4 n 11453:::- 26.3 'l "I- o 1 TTBX962-34.S0-08-0!f.6092-8"'T12-01'-
co100~ 1 o on o o o o 0~1u343113193112494096C785GO 2TTB~9623480080460928T7120T 
COUO::>t• iJl 11 LJ11.f.001131:;, 7.1.nl 710~21110370 011 0 10~1(1 :5TT8X9623480080'+60928"71201 
uqnqr4b~0~~;04~40~~~0bb2U4~GU49~0B~1U~~3U5b*05&~o5550648062706300666065706780657 
u5;jO~J~u;,4i07A307~~U&~~~774U~9n07J1~7260714U7~~074U0750078307800A16078608010876 
0 3 2 :,>(I c 1, L . t (, 0 ,, In (Ho l UcH.:,•.+ l·~ 7,;;. (j ~·-':,] ;Jf: 51 u ':J Of:i L;':115092 i' OS''+5 u9c:;4 0972098~0981+102610 0210 08 
lf;2.:ilU2,:-,l1,:H..1n 71.LLc;..:.ll G Tl 117 11-l 1 d1 lfjt.;pl 1 H,llloll l ,1U 22113&+118811&11176120312?'+1218 
l?0~t~271~6~12~?12~~1~~.,127?1~~412~6l~O?l~q4l2751~0212A712q612871287128713"2127A 
12ci112c,ra ~ 1:.•1?"191:51 tL~l113111311 

Figure 6-3. Typical Calibration Output 
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6.4 TYP!CAL OUTPUT·OF CALEDT PROGRAM 

Figure 6.4.1 Parameter Output 

Figure 6.4.2 Track Summa~y 

Figure 6.4.3 Error Messages 
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CARI•.r: Ti<: • r ··'hL ti Th VCPL ~l-lOl<fl VEl'I MXV VEG r.xv VPTII, RU RD 

l.l'J ·;n1n3 ~;, 1 ~4 • ;t 143" 90l>l U. 00 11.37 11.95 13.17 8. 77 ... 02 11.32 T.59 
IIII/\Ll1U!'i8 .~ ll 1 ~4.M 5.., qonr 11. on 9.55 1 111 .10 13.50 T~02 o.oo ,5.&o T.06 
l. ill 10:>8:>6 ~IJ 2 44.4 99::> 9000 n.oo 11.50 1".72 16 ... T 10.31 o.oo 12.211, t!S.97 
PC 1 ,:.,1~01\l 2? ? 44 • (\ 13~ .... qoo1 n.oo 11.50 11.77 12.95 9~17 6.12 11.11,!5 T.!1 
LN 1 ,lq2g2 ~2 4 4 4. •1 133"1 ':1001 o.oo 11.52 1'.70 n.10 10.21 6.05 10.1!5 8.68 
L:11 4r,1o;7 :,~ :> Lf.f,. ,. 1331+ 340 lo.Al 11 ... 5 1"i.55 16.35 10.62 8.011, 12.01 9.81 
l.N .\'"b48 I.? ;, 6h.(! 128'i CIUOtl o.oo 12.02 1"1 ... 0 150:l,T 10.n 1 ..... 8.26 T.32 
l 1'1 . , ,, 220 M'I ~ 1.11.? 176h 900"> n.oo 11.50 1 111 .85 16 ... s 11·. TO 8.25 12.94 8.H 
Stt 1.,n3Al 33 4 4 7 •;, 1271; 900!.i o.oo 11.82 1n.11,7 U.35 10.21 8.•n 5.23 .... 
SCL ?"i4A3 ..... , 2 43 •::, 1077 9000 o.no 11.11,5 1".20 16.00 11.TO o.oo 11.,1 US. 16 
SOtl 1.73n2 "in '."' 4Y.? 14n11 '1001 o.oo 11.82 1"i.35 11.10 10.11,0 T.99 T.05 , ... , 
JTr: ~4.,o ~ 1 44 • (I 14.11 900] o.oo 11 ... 5 l'oOT 13.35 11·.s1 ,.s2 1 o ... s ,., .. 
L•'J 1 7:1::iC!l 9 3 '+h.M 13U 9001 o.oo 12.00 1n.95 13.32 11.50 8.18 6.11 6.91 
LN ~..,.3:>8 4R ;, '14.4 102.., 9000 o.oo 11.42 1111 .50 16.30 10·.60 o.oo 11.82 12.95 

-,-,.· T.N 1(\'1397 1+8 1 4u.n 96"1 'JUOO n. oo 11.50 1•.20 1!5.2!5 10.30 o.oo 10.93 12.22 ... ·-
UIJ ,.,443 <; 1 ?,4.~ 135": 9001 o.oo 11.65 11.97 13.12 11.61 7 ... 1 11.1, 8.51 
LilJ ,oi:.018 .Cl 2 44.4 1257 9001 ·n.oo 11.50 11.10 12.82 o·.oo 5.40 11.31 .a.oe 
LN ::>(]4U41 14 !', "l·f, 1+2.'I qou1 o.oo 12.20 1:>.80 14.85 8.67 5.79 ,.39 ..... , 
L'4 :,no.1oql h 0 ,~] . ;;, 37~ C!OOl o.oo 12.22 1, ... 7 1 ... 67 8 ... T 5.62 5.88 ... 31 
(!rl C:1117..! 11+ 3 34.1" 21 Y 900(1 n.oo 12.30 1,.90 14.75 a·.50 o.oo 1 ... ., 7.7 .. 

--'1..N P.2"i2 27 3 34.A 36!'-i 9Ufl11 o.oo 12.32 1"1.67 15.TT T.70 !5 • 05 6.57 6.n· 
LN ':lfl7')..7 14 4 34.4 17'i 90!Jl o.oo 12.07 1".50 1 ... 35 11.70 2.1, T.TI 11.a .. 
TT)( k0'12"i4 't 1 u ,;11.n f\64 900!:, n.oo 10.so 1'-.10 u •• 90 9.71 6.62 11.62 6.79 
L.TTl<?lJll24tl 14 4 f,f, • 0 131 9001 o.oo 10.92 11.65 12.,2 8~10 4.84 10~16 ... , .. 
L~ >1439 6?, 2 ?\4 0 A 1091 647 7.93 11.65 1•.eo 16.2!5 10·.ao 7.91 9.13 a.Tl 
LI~ 1:>160 A 1 ..)4.H 0 .qoo1 n.oo 11.57 1t.57. 12.!57 9·.,o 3.08 11.,1 6.T3 

--""t,N. 11!0.iC!2 14 !, 43.::> 32? C!UUl o.oo 12.00 1'.50 14.lT a·.60 ... ,a 8.lft 9.·n--
sou ?711& Mi t ?,4. f< 1 31+h -1h3 ll .?~ 11.55 1"1.60 n.72 11·.62 8 ... T u.111, T.62 
L1'J 4'12"i8 ;, " ;;,1<. 0 p 3!i 4.74 12.40 1 ... 00 14. 55 7~ 95 . 3.11 ,.oo 5. !55 
co 2~069 1:5 4 4?,.;, 771 9001 o.no 11.52 1 1 .90 12.82 9·.90 !5oT7 ·12.13 6.99 
TTI< xc.111+<!.'ll 5!i .. I,!',• h ]42? 901,n n.no 11.27 1•.47 15.67 10·.ao 7.10 10.01 9.21 
~,ur,• ~::>1170 <) :> :1n.4 II 9000 r. no 11.85 11.95 13.05 7~70 o.oo 11 ... , 6.19 
1.ICFx :-ti.371 3k " 4 I'·• 4 1 35::> C!OUO n.oo 11.95 1•.80 16 ... 7 10·.67 7o6T 7.T3 6.65 
l fl( 4 7::>543 14 4 h4.~ 4r: 9001 n.oo 11.52 1".35 13.52 7.62 1.53 10.511, 5.oo 
JC r+::>7<;5 14 4 ..... '+ n qoon u.on 11.82 1'.60 13.!57 8.30 o.oo 11.66 1.11,1 
t.N ... , 043 . H ... :,i.. !~ 26 .. 9001 n.on 12.37 1,.17 11 .. 12 .o.oo ... o .. 7.46 ·1·. 7!5 
i'"P >:h::>276 3h :.> '+4. n 129!', 90011 o.oo 11.1:10 14.85 16.05 11.50 8.11 10.19 a.01 
K f"Ti1•11.)?l'i3 13 4 f.~.b 714 CIOOl o.oo 10.97 11.30 12.62 9.35 3.79 10.30 8.05 

--·MP <><!151'!2 4':, ?, '+4.4 56"! 9006 0. CJO 11.95 1 11 .80 15.22 8.37 '+066 . 9.21 9.75 
Lill 400"10 lf; 4 ;>1•. n 784 ':H 4.21 12.40 1"1o67 1!5.55 9.8!5 6016 T.3!5 6~'+6 
(•01,J)( ~bq7 24 3 . ;:, ;, ... 667 90(14 n.oo 12.62 1"1.32 12oT5 9.05 5e98 18.21 5~89 
r noun, 1 U, 7 l'l " t-,h." II 9000 ll. 00 11.22 11.80 13·.0T 7 0 !1T o.oo . 10.30 ,.2, 
A r·~F ,1A8;?2 ~4 4 74 .• n 1151 CIOOl o.oo 11.01 1o;o10 16.31 9.11,0 5.93 9.31 a.a2 
L1~ 3q95Q 11 3 I.If,,." ::>44':I 9004 o.oo 11.85 1'.00 13.27 12.02 8.,2 10.'+8 To!50 

°' 
-· ·r·fRX"'b u,i+ 3':> '+ f,I'. (' ?.919 9001 o.oo 11.22 1".20 16.!50 11.37 8oT!5 ,.20 T.;H 

0 TTfix,;4116:?8 :S4 2 (-.j.l. 4 l 05.C. 9001 o.oo 11.05 1ir..10 16.95 9.2T 6066 11.36 6 ... 6 
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TRACK SELECT CARD IS MISSING 
PAUSE l /B /MAI <HOLD 
III/B I 
XRES 

ERROR IN DATA TRANSFER 

ERROR IN DATA TRANSFER 

ERROR IN DATA TRANSFER 

61 

61 

61 

53 

61 

57 

JTTX900460 

SCL 40232 

PC 878879 
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END OF TAP.E RECORD. ENTER O FOR MORE TAPE DATA, 1 TO PROCESS 
CURRENT RECORDS. 

0 
PAUSE RES 
III/B / 
XRES 

/B /MAI <HOLD 

ENTRY ERROR ••• ENTER O OR 1 
1 
PAUSE RES /B /MAI <HOLD 

·. III/B / 
XRES 
!CR? /B /B 

Figure 6.4.3 Error Messages 
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SECTION VII 
BASIC CONTROL ALGORITHMS 

7.1 BASIC CONTROL ALGORITHM FOR MASTER RETARDER 

The basic control algorithm developed for the master retarder is 

expressed by Equation (1): 

(1) TE+Tm-T I c cm + 
2VH (1.467) 

82 1 t + L (V - V )2J R c X E 

1.467 VE= Vx 1.467 + .0219 AR 

+ 

or: 

(lA) 

r v vx2 + .01495 
1.467 L Vx + 

2 

2 (LR+ Le) 
= 

1. 467 (VE + Vx) 

(83 + 84) - Le - Le 

+ 

1.4671 Vx 
112L0 > --1 Vx2 + .01495 (G'3-R3) (83 + 84 - l/2Lc -

+ 
L Iw 

J 

depending on whether the retarder is being controlled by a velocity or 

an acceleration servo system. 

Equations (1) and (lA) state that the cut's exit velocity must be calculated 

such that the cut's run time from master entrance to group entrance as 

defined below is equal to a desired "target11 time for the center of all 
. 

cuts plus a correction time which depends on whether the cut arrived early 

or late at the master retarder. 
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The definitions of variables and constants for Equations (1) and (lA) 

are given below. To help in the understanding of these definitions 

and the basic control algorithm, refer to Figure 1. 

r.-Tcm'~ 

---- Tcm ---~E--------- TE •1 

~ ~ St-ta-r4+-s3~ 
-tA-.--A+------~Bi-.--+--t1 ~~~. i I r-.- , 

B C D' D E' E 

GROUP \_____ 
.__RE_T_ARD_E_R _ __,,~ 

VH VE VX 

Figure 1 

A section of a typical route between crest and bowl is illustrated. Two (2) 

retarder locations are shown. Equation (1) is defined on the basis that it 

is being applied for control of the master. It is assumed that the first 

axle of the cut involved is at Location B. Locations A and Dare the 

wheel detectors at the crest and master exit respectively. Locations Band 

E are the "B" wheel detectors in approach to master and group respectively. 

Location C is at the entrance to the master. Location D' is at the exit 

of the retarder. Location E' is the reference point for which it is desired 
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to obtain the target travel time for the center of a cut. 

Locations A' and B' are reference points for which the target for the 

center of a cut from the crest to master retarder is defined. 

WABCD 
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TE - "Target" travel time (O.O to 51 seconds to nearest 0.1 second) between 

Locations B' and E' for the center of a cut (TE is a stored constant 

for each path between the master and a g.roup retarder). 

Tcm - "Target" travel time (0.0 to 204.75 seconds to nearest 0.1 second) 

between Location A' at the crest and Location B' for the center of a 

cut (T is a stored variable for each path between the master 
cm 

and a group retarder)". 

Tcm' - Calculated travel time (0.0 to 204. 75 seconds to nearest u.l sec. J 

between crest Location A and Location B of the master retarder for the 

first axle of a cut (T , is a stored variable for each car in car 
cm 

control table). 

s2 - Distance (O.O to 63.5 feet to nearest 0.5 foot) between Locations B 

and C; 82 is one stored constant. 

VH - Calculated cut speed at crest (humping rate for the cut; 0.0 to 5.0 

miles per hour to the nearest 0.1 mile per hour; VH is a stored variable 

for each car in car control table). 

VE - Calculated cut speed (0.000 to 25 MPH to n.earest 0.025 •mile 

per hour) when first axle of cut is at Location B (VE is a stored 

variable for each car in car control table). 
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Vx - Desired cut speed (O.O to 25 miles per hour to nearest 0.1 mile 

per hour) when the last axle of cut is at Location D'. (Vx is a 

stored variable for each car in car control table). 

LR - Distance (O.O to 204.7 feet to nearest 0.1 foot) between Locations 

e and D'; LR is a stored constant. 

Le - Outer wheel base length of cut (O.O to 819.1 feet to nearest 0.1 

foot). 

Le - Outer wheel base length of mean, or reference cut (0.0 to 819.1 

feet to nearest 0.1 foot; 't'e is one stored constant). 

AR - Average net acceleration or deceleration (Oto 127 pounds per ton 

to nearest 1 pound per ton) of a cut when it is changing speed while 

being acted upon by the master retarder (AR is a temporary variable 

that is set equal to aR or dR, depending upon whether the car must 

accelerate or decelerate to change from VE to Vx; aR is a positive 

stored constant, dR is a negative stored constant). 

s3 - Distance (O.O to 1023.5 feet to nearest 0.5 foot) between Locations 

D and E (s3 is a stored constant for each pith between the master and 

group retarders). 

G'3 - Average effective grade (Oto 51.1 pounds per ton to nearest 0.1 

pound per ton) between Locations D' and E (G' 3 is a stored constant 

for each path between the master and group retarders; it is based on 

statistics of actual car behavior at the yard in question. 
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R3 - Predicted average cut rolling resistance between Locations D' and 

E (R3 is a temporary variable). 
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Iw - Wheel inertia compensation factor (a number between 1.0 and 1.2) 

for the W'th weight class (Iw is a stored constant; five (5) values). 

VXM - Measured cut speed (O.O to 25 miles per hour to nearest 0.25 

mile per hour) when last axle of cut is at Location D (VXM is a 

stored variable for each car in car control table). 

Rv, t - Mean value (O.O to 25.5 pounds per ton to nearest 0.1 pound per 
' 

ton) of measured cut rolling resistances between Locations D and E 

for the W'th weight class and the t'th temperature range. Rw,t is a set of 

stored constants for each path between the master and group retarders; 

each value will be based on statistics of actual car behavior at the 

yard in question. 

84 - Distance (O.O to 31.5 feet to nearest 0.5 foot) between Locations 

D' and D; 84 is one stored constant. 
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To apply Equation (1) or (lA) for control of a retarder, it must 

be solved for Vx· This will be accomplished by means of an iterative 

technique. To minimize the number of arithmetic operations involved 

and to insure convergence to a solution, Equation (1) should be written 

as Equation (2): 

(2) 
[ 

(V v/J C1 + --~,._
2
_-__..E,..__ + for SCS = ~ 

Equation (lA) should be rewritten as Equation (2A): 

(2A) + 
c 

5 , for SCS = 1 

Ti, C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7, and R3 are all temporary 

variables, each of which is defined below. 

cl= 
LR+ Le 

1.467 

C3 = .0219 (8R - R1); C2 = C3, for Vx ~ VE 

C4 = .0219 (dR - R1); C2 = C4, for Vx < VE 

C5 = 2(S3 + s4) - Le -LC 
, for 2(83 + s4) > Le+ Le 

1.467 
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R3 = Rw,t 

.01495 (G' 3 - R3) 2(S3 + S4) - Le - Le 

c6 = O, for 2(s3 + s 4) < Le+ Le 

C7 = MA' for Vx ~ VE 

C7 = Mn, for Vx < VE 

MA, Mn - Correction factors to remove bias errors, if any, in 

the calculation of the process time through the retarder 

when the new acceleration servo is being used to control 

a cut (both are stored constants and are set equal to 

2.00 if no correction is required). 

MA'~ - are computed from the measured time as follows: 

ses -

C7 = Tm(Vx + VE} * 1.467 
where Tm= measured times (LR+ CC 

Binary variable used for selection of Equation (2) or 

(2A) for determining Vx, depending on whether a velocity 

or an acceleration servo is being used to control a cut. 

An iterative technique for solving Equation (2) for Vx is best 

illustrated by means of a flowchart. Refer to Figure 2. T1
1

, Vx' 

and c8 are temporary variables; &t.T is a stored constant in the 

range of 0.05 to 0.20 second. 
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7.2 MASTER RETARDER CONTROL RULES 
·., 
\ 

1. The master retarder is divided into two sections,. and radar speed \ 

_control equipment is associated with each. When a section is not 
\ 

\ 
involved with the control of a cut, the associated speed control ' 
equipment is put into the "check" state by the computer. For a 

section in "check," the computer outputs a requested exit speed 

of 12.5 miles per hour. 

2. Master retarder speed control is initiated by the computer when 

the first axle of a cut is detected passing the "A11 wheel detector 

in approach to the master retarder. 

(a) The first section is taken out of the "check" state (check 

bit set to zero and output). 

(b) A "default" requested exi; speed is output to the first section. 

This is a stored constant that is equal to the expected (average) 

value of requested exit speeds. 

(c) The outer wheel base length (Le) and number of axles (NA) of 

the cut are output to the first section if both are valid. 

If either is invalid, the"data invalid" bit is set to one 

and output, and zero is output for the one (or both) which is 

invalid. 

(d) The "cut in approach" bit is set to one and output. 

(e) If the first section track circuit is occupied, the "catchup" 

bit is set to one and output. 

(f) The VR4 "channel select" bit is complemented and output. 
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3. When the first axle of a cut is detected at location B ~the 

"B" wheel detector in approach to the master retarder), Vx 

for the cut is determined by means of Equation (2) or (2A), 

stored in the car control table, and output to the first 

section of the retarder within 0.5 second. 

(a) Equation (2) is used when the cut will be under velocity 

servo control and is selected if SCS is set equal to 

zero. Equation (2A) is used when the cut will be under 

acceleration servo control and is selected if SCS is set 

equal to one. SCS is set to one only if DVC is equal to 

one, both Le and NA are valid, and the first axle of the 

cut is detected at the "A" wheel detector; otherwise, 

SCS is set equal to zero and the data invalid bit is set 

to one and output. 

(b) Le and NA are determined, validated, and stored in the 

car control table when the cut is passing the "ICD" 

location. Le is constrained to be less than or equal to 

120 feet. If a valid measurement of Le is not obtained, 

LC is used and the cut is flagged. 

(c) Car weight class (W) is determined from gross car weight 

measured by the weigh-in-motion scale. If scale weight 

is unavailable, gross car weight from the train list will 

be used. When available, scale weight and/or train list 

weight are stored for each car in the car control table. 

If neither is available for determining weight class, 

medium weight class is used and the cut is flagged. 
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For multiple car cuts, weight class will be based on the 

average of the gross weights of the cars in the cut. 

(d) Measurement of VE is completed and validated. VE for the 

master retarder is used if a valid measurement of VE is 

not obtained. VE is a stored constant based on measure

ments made for the average cut at the average humping 

speed. The cut is flagged if VE is used. 

(e) Measurement of Tcm' is completed and validated. Tcm is 

used if a valid measurement of Tcm' is not obtained. The 

cut is flagged if Tcm is used. 

(f) Tcm for the cut is determined from its speed (VH) measured 

at the crest and a stored table of run times from crest to 

Point "B" for the average cut. VH is a stored variable 

(O.O to 5 miles per hour to nearest 0.1 mile per hour) for 

each car in car control table. If a measured value of VH 

is unavailable, the "target" humping speed will be used. 

The table of run times will contain 10 values, one for 

each 0.5 mile per hour increment of VH over a range of 

0.5 to 5 miles per hour. Linear interpolation will be 

used to determine Tcm for values of VH that are not equal 

to integral multiples of 0.5 mile per hour. The equation 

for Tcm is as follows: 
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_(VH - 0.5n) (Tn - Tn+l) for , Tcm = Tn , .5,S; VHS: 5.0; 
0.5 

Tcm = Tn = 1, for VH < .5; where: 

VH = cut speed at crest as defined above. 

Tn & Tn=l = "target" run times (O. 0 to 204. 7 sec.ands to nearest 

0.1 second) stored in the table for the.n'th and 

n'th + 1 values of VH. 

n = largest integral multiple of 0.5 mile per hour that is less 

(g) When Vx is determined by means of Equation (2) or (2A), it is 

compared to maximum and minimum limits for requested exit 

speed (two (2) stored constants, Vmax and Vmin, for the master 

retarder). If Vx is greater than Vmax, it is set ~qual to 

Vmax• If Vx is less than Vmin, it is set equal to Vmin• 

4. When the last axle of a cut is detected at the "A" wheel detector 

in approach to the master retarder, the computer does the following: 

(a) The "cut in approach" bit is set to zero and output. 

(b) The "catchup" bit is set equal to zero and output. 

5. When the computer detects the second section track circuit becoming 

occupied, it does the following: 

(a) The second section radar is taken out of the "check" state 

(the check bit is set to zero and output). 

(b) Vx for the cut entering the track circuit is output to 

the second section of the retarder. 
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6. When the first section track circuit is detected becoming unoccupied 

and the first axle of a new cut has not been detected at the "A" 

wheel detector, the computer puts the first section radar into the 

"check" state (check bit set to one and output). 

7. When the first axle of a cut is detected at the "C" wheel detector 

(location D at the exit end of the retarder), the computer does 

the following: 

(a) The "cut leaving" bit is set to one and output. 

(b) The measured weight class (from second section of retarder) 

for the cut is stored in the car control when it is valid; 

otherwise, weight class is flagged and scale or train list 

data is used. 

8. When the last axle of a cut is detected at the "cu wheel detector 

(location D at the exit end of the retarder), the computer does 

the following: 

(a) The retarder exit speed (VXM) is measured for the cut and 

stored in the car control table. A flag is set if a valid 

measurement is not obtained. 

(b) The "cut leaving" bit is set to zero and output. 

9. When item (8) above has been completed and the second section track 

circuit is detected to be unoccupied, the computer puts the second 

section radar into the check state (check bit set to one and output). 

10. Whenever the retarder is occupied by more than one cut at the 

same time, Vx for the first cut to enter is output to the second 

section and Vx for the last cut to enter is output to the first 

section. 
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Figure 2 
Iterative Logic for Solving Master 
Retarder Requested Exit Speed Equation 
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7.3 BASIC CONTROL ALGORITHM FOR THE GROUP RETARDER 

The desired group retarder exit speed may be computed for 

each cut as follows: 

v3 - Group retarder exit speed in mph. 

v5 - Coupling speed in mph (one of five values selected by weight class). 

D4_ 5 - Distance from point of tangency to point of coupling in feet. 

G4_5 - Average grade from point of tangency to point of coupling in 

#/TON. 

R4_5 - Cut rolling resistance from point of tangency to point of 

coupling in pounds per ton. 

D3_4 - Distance in feet from group retarder to point of tangency (for 

each bowl track). 

G3_4 - Average grade from group retarder to point of tangency in 

#/TON (for each bowl track). 

R
3

_4 - Cut rolling resistance from group retarder to point of tan

gency in pounds per ton. 

KVA - Fast, normal, slow (F~N-S) adjustment factor in miles per 

hour, selected by keyboard input from the hump yardmaster's 

position. 
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Ge Average grade of curve track measuring section in #/TON. 

SC - Length of curve track measuring section in feet. 

Bi,w,t & ci,w,t -- Constants for the i'th bowl track with 

weight class, and t'th temperature range, based on the 

assumption of linear correlation between average curve 

track rolling resistance at the curve track measuring 

section and average curve track rolling resistance from 

group retarder to point of tangency for each track and 

each temperature range; these constants will be 

determined by analyzing actual cut behavior data. 

VCl & VC2 -- Speeds in mph at the begimning and end 

respectively of the curve track measuring section. 

LC - Outer wheel base_length of cut. 

W - Weight class of cut. 

NA - Number of axles in cut. 
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A. t 1,w, 

& 

D. 1,w,t 

6090, p. 7-16 
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--Constants for i'th bowl track, the w'th weight class, 

and t'th temperature range, based on the assumption 

of linear correlation, for each track, weight class, 

and temperature range, between average curve track 

rolling resistance at the curve track measuring section 

and average tangent track rolling resistance at the 

bowl tracks--these constants will be determined by 

analyzing actual cut behavior data. 
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7.4 GENERAL SOFTWARE REQUIRMENTS 

1. Output cut parameters (W, NA, and Le) and take system out of 

check when first axle of cut is detected at "A" wheel de-

teeter or the retarder track circuit becomes occupied. 

2. At the same time set the data invalid bit if it has been de-

termined that wheel base length or number of axles of cut is 

in error. The field in error should also have been loaded 

with zeroes. The data invalid bit is also set if the first 

axle of a cut is detected at the "B" wheel detector rather 

than the "A" wheel detector. 

3. At the same time output a default requested exit speed as pro-

tection agains failure to calculate an exit speed request, 

This default speed is the expected (average) actual exit speed 

for the group in question. 

4. At the same time set the cut in approach bit and leave it set 

until the last axle of the cut has passed the "A" wheel detector. 

5. Calculate and output a speed request within 0.5 seconds after 

first axle has passed "B" wheel detector • 

6. Set the cut leaving bit when the first axle has passed "C" 

wheel detector and keep set until the last axle of the cut 

has passed "C" wheel detector. 

7. Measure and store the cut's exit speed when its last axle is 

detected at the "C" wheel detector. 
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8. Place speed control in check and remove the weight 

information after last axle has passed the "C" wheel 

detector and the retarder track circuit becomes 

unoccupied. 

9. Set the catchup bit if a new cut is at "A" wheel detector 

before the old cut has exited the retarder. 

The catchup bit is to be set when first axle of new cut is 

at "A" and is to remain set until the last axle of the old 

cut has passed "C" wheel detector. 

In the case of a catchup the system will separate the two 

(2) pneumatic sections via the sectionalizing valve, 

trapping the pressure in the second section while maintaining 

control of the first section. 
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SECTION VIII 

BASIC CALIBRATION EQUATIONS FOR 
MASTER, INTERMEDIATE, AND GROUP RETARDER CONTROL ALGORITHM 

(1) 

(2) 

N 
D .. 1.' 

R NL
n•l 

1. 46 7 [<V ) - (V ) J 2 
X2 n E2 n 

.0219 [l.467(TRA) (V ) - L 
n X2 n R 

for (v ) - (V ) .c(.-.s 
X2 n E2 n -

WABCO 
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All variables subscripteo by n are associated with the nth cut and are 
defined a~ follows: 

(Vx2>n- actual exit speed from the retarder in question 

(VE2)n - measured entrance speed for the retarder in question 

(TRM)n - measured transit time through the retarder in question 

(L) - length (outer wheel base) c n 

(V 
2

) - measured speed when last axle is at exit wheel detector for 
XM n retarder in question 

(R3)n - measured rolling resistance for path below the retarder in question 

(R1)n - measured rolling resistance for path above retarder in question 
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84 [c4 - -CR3>n] 

(VXM2)n 
.0161 

cl.467) 2 

(TRA)n - actual transit time through retarder in question 

A.a - effective acceleration rate in retarder in question 

effective deceleration rate in retarder in question 

N - total number of cuts (should be at least 100 for finding 

(3) 

either A.a or DR) 

G' • 1 
3 N 

n• 1 

2(1 ) 
Wn 

+ (R3)n ) 

for 2 (s3 + s4 ) > 2 (L ) + L + 100 
- c n c 
\ 

Gj - effective grade for a path between retarders 

(Iw>n - wheel inertia compensation factor for nth car 

(TpA)n - actual free rolling time for path in question 

(TPM)~ - measured free rolling time for path in question 

(VEJ)n - measured entrance speed for retarder at end of path in question 

(L) - L 1 c n c 1 

2(VEJ\ 1.467 
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66.9[(vE3>2 - (VXM2>n2J (Iw)n (R ) • G - __ ... _..._ __ n _________ _ 

3 n 3 S (L 
3 - c> n 

N - total number of cuts (should be at least 100 for each value of c 1

3
) 

(4) Use standard linear regression techniques to find values of A3 and BJ 
for a path between reta~cders. (R1)

0 
is regressed against 

(R3)n for a mixture of at least 30 light, 30 medium, and 30 heavy 
or extra-heavy weight cars. 

(5) For each value of~ (mean rolling resistance by weight class) for a 
path between retarders, use at least 50 values of (R1)n for each 
weight class. 
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